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Explore some of the Hyndburn Woodlands that Prospects Foundation are managing through a
National Lottery Heritage Fund Grant, The walk can be halved at point 7 by going over the bridge
and continuing the walk at point 16.

Walk No. 3729210
 Calculated time : Duration unknown Difficulty :

 Distance : 10.05mi  Return to the departure
point : Yes

 Vertical gain : 505ft Activity : Unknown activity
 Vertical drop : 495ft
 Highest point : 554ft  Location : Lancashire
 Lowest point : 217ft

Description
Waypoints

 S/F

(D/A)Start by Accrington Cricket Club where you can also explore Whinney
Hill Woodland
(1) Turn left into Accrington Cemetery and follow the path across.
(2) Turn left to leave cemetery via public footpath.
(3) Turn right off Bolton Avenue to follow footpath, continue to follow path
through houses to level crossing.
(4) Immediately after level crossing go through gateway on right and follow
track across open ground.
(5) Having crossed the motorway you can take the path on the right to
explore Huncoat East woodland or continue down Altham Lane and explore
Huncoat West woodland using the footpath on the left. The walk continues
down Altham Lane.
(6) Having crossed the canal turn left to follow the towpath.
(7) At this point you have the option of shortening the walk by crossing the
bridge and going to point 16.
(8) Turn right here through a gate and away from the canal.
(9) Turn right here and walk along the road for a short distance before
following footpath sign through gate on left.
(10) Having followed path across fields turn right when you reach the farm
track and head towards farm. Go through gate on left just before the
buildings and follow path around building edge to go through gate abd
across the stream.
(11) To visit Martholme Greenway you need to carry on at this point or you
can turn left and continue the walk.
(12) Turn right here to follow old railway line and explore Martholme
Greenway before returning to point 11 to continue the walk.
(13) This is Clayton Woods which are not part of the project but have been
worked on by Prospects Foundation,
(14) Here you are going through Baby Millenium Woodland which was
planted by Prospects Foundation to celebrate the Millenium.
(15) Turn left off the road here to follow the footpath eventually returning to
the farm track you turned down at point 10. Retrace your steps from here
back to the canal.
(16) Having crossed the canal you walk up to the motorway and then turn
right to cross it at the footbridge.

Hyndburn Woodlands

N 53.764115° / W 2.360256° - alt. 505ft - mi 0

 1
N 53.762091° / W 2.353337° - alt. 551ft - mi 0.33

 2
N 53.765029° / W 2.349114° - alt. 528ft - mi 0.6

 3
N 53.767197° / W 2.350141° - alt. 495ft - mi 0.8

 4
N 53.771819° / W 2.348145° - alt. 486ft - mi 1.21

 5
N 53.779532° / W 2.340596° - alt. 469ft - mi 1.86

 6
N 53.783247° / W 2.342254° - alt. 423ft - mi 2.12

 7
N 53.778079° / W 2.350709° - alt. 423ft - mi 2.73

 8
N 53.778265° / W 2.357111° - alt. 417ft - mi 3.03

 9
N 53.786089° / W 2.360152° - alt. 305ft - mi 3.68

 10
N 53.787953° / W 2.362745° - alt. 285ft - mi 3.9

 11
N 53.791379° / W 2.373958° - alt. 230ft - mi 4.44

 12
N 53.791479° / W 2.381981° - alt. 289ft - mi 4.79

 13
N 53.781946° / W 2.377592° - alt. 344ft - mi 6.08

 14
N 53.781376° / W 2.36861° - alt. 387ft - mi 6.5

 15
N 53.784141° / W 2.364651° - alt. 338ft - mi 6.76
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 16
N 53.776996° / W 2.350222° - alt. 453ft - mi 8.3

 17
N 53.771013° / W 2.352084° - alt. 453ft - mi 8.91

 S/F
N 53.7641° / W 2.360229° - alt. 505ft - mi 10.05

(17) Once coming out onto the road you can walk back to the level crossing
and retrace your route back or turn right and then left up Bolton Avenue to
rejoin the route at point 3.

Practical information
Let us know your opinion on : https://www.visorando.co.uk/walk-/3729210

https://www.visorando.co.uk/walk-/3729210
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Visorando and the author of this walk sheet cannot be held responsible in the event of an accident during this walk.




